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Abstract 

While digital image quality is constantly being improved, taking high-quality photos of digital screens still remains 

challenging because the photos are often contaminated with moiré patterns, a result of the interference between the 

pixel grids of the camera sensor and the device screen. Moiré patterns can severely damage the visual quality of photos. 

However, few studies have aimed to solve this problem. In this paper, we introduce a novel multi-resolution fully 

convolutional network for automatically removing moiré patterns from photos. Aiming at too many restrictions in 

convolutional photo restoration methods, a photo restoration method based on particle swarm optimization is proposed. 

The algorithm converts the moire photo restoration problem to optimization problem, and particle swarm optimization 

technique is applied to improve photo restoration by removing the moire patterns in the photo and increase the speed of 

processing. Finally, experimental results are presented to validate the efficiency of the proposed scheme; further, its 

performance is compared with CNN photo restoration methods. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Now a days digital cameras and mobile phones play a significant role in people’s lives. They enable us to easily record any precious 

moments that are interesting or meaningful. There exist many occasions when people would like to capture digital screens. Such 

occasions include taking photos of visual contents on a screen, or shooting scenes involving digital monitors. While image quality is 

constantly being improved, taking high-quality photos of digital screens still remains challenging. Such photos are often 

contaminated with moiré patterns (Fig. 4). 

A moiré pattern in the photo of a screen is the result of the interference between the pixel grids of the camera sensor and 

the device screen. It can appear as stripes, ripples, or curves of intensity and colour diversifications superimposed onto the photo. 

The moiré pattern can vary dramatically due to a slight change in shooting distance or camera orientation. This moiré artefact 

severely damages the visual quality of the photo. There is a large demand for post-processing techniques capable of removing such 

artefacts. In this paper, we call images of digital 

screens taken with digital devices moiré photos. It is particularly challenging to remove moiré patterns in photos, which are mixed 

with original image signals across a wide range in both spatial and frequency domains. A moiré pattern typically covers an entire 

image. The colour or thickness of the stripes or ripples in such patterns not only changes from image to image, but also is spatially 

varying within the same image. Thus, a moiré pattern could occupy a high frequency range in one image region, but a low-

frequency range in another region. Due to the complexity of moiré patterns in photos, little research has been dedicated to moiré 

pattern removal. Conventional image denoising [1], and texture removal techniques [2], [3] are not well suited for this problem 

because these techniques typically assume noises and textures occupy a higher-frequency band than true image structures.  

On the other hand, convolutional neural networks are leading a revolution in computer vision and image processing. After 

successes in image classification and recognition [4-5], they have also been proven highly effective in low-level vision and image 

processing tasks, including image super-resolution [6-7], de-mosaicking [8], de-noising [9], and restoration [10].  
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Fig 1. Given an image damaged by moiré patterns, our proposed network can remove the moiré artefacts automatically 

In this paper, we introduce a novel multi-resolution fully convolutional neural network for automatically removing moiré 

patterns from photos. Since a moiré pattern spans over a wide range of frequencies, to make the problem more tractable, our 

network first converts an input image into multiple feature maps at various different resolutions, which include different levels of 

details. Each feature map is then fed into a stack of cascaded convolutional layers that maintain the same input and output 

resolutions. These layers are responsible for the core task of canceling the moiré effect associated with a specific frequency band. 

The computed components at different resolutions are finally up-sampled to the input resolution and fused together as the final 

output image. An example is shown in Fig. 1, once trained, our network can automatically remove moiré patterns in contaminated 

images. 

 

2. MOIRE EFFECT 

When two similar, repetitive patterns of lines, circles, or dots overlap with imperfect alignment, a new dynamic pattern appears. 

This new pattern is called the moiré pattern, which can involve multiple colours. A moiré pattern changes the shape and frequency 

of its elements when the two original patterns move relative to each other (Fig. 2). Moiré patterns are large-scale interference 

patterns. For such interference patterns to occur, the two original patterns must not be completely aligned. Moiré patterns magnify 

misalignments. The slightest misalignment between the two original patterns could give rise to a large-scale, easily visible moiré 

pattern. As the degree of misalignment increases, the frequency of the moiré pattern may also increase. Moiré patterns often occur 

as an artefact of images generated by digital imaging or computer graphics techniques, such as when scanning a printed halftone 

picture or rendering a checkerboard pattern that extends toward the horizon [11]. The latter is also a case of aliasing due to 

undersampling a fine regular pattern. 

 
Fig. 2 The mechanism underlying a general moiré pattern 

3. PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION 

Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) was developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [12] and is motivated by the simulation of 

birds social behavior. Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is relatively a newer addition to a class of population based search 

technique. PSO can solve numerical optimization problems. Its mechanism is inspired from the natural species like flock of birds. 

The basic idea is find the optimal solution through the collaboration and information sharing between particles. That is initialized a 

group of random particles (random solutions), and then find the optimal solution through iteration. In the process of iteration, each 

particle adjusts its position in the search space from time to time according to the flying experience of its own and of its neighbors. 

To optimize a N-dimensional continuous objective function f : Rn→R, a population of particles P= {p1, . . . , pm} is randomly 

initialized in the solution space. The objective function determines the quality of the solution represented by a particle’s position. 
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At any time step t, a particle 𝑝𝑖 has an associated position vector 𝑥𝑖 and a velocity vector 𝑣𝑖 . A vector 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖(𝑡) stores the 

best position the particle has ever visited. The best personal best vector in a particle’s neighborhood is gbest(t) . PSO algorithms 

update the particles’ velocities and positions iteratively until a stopping criterion is met. The two basic equations which govern the 

working of PSO are that of velocity vector and position vector given by: 

𝑣𝑖𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑤𝑣𝑖𝑗(𝑡) + 𝑐1𝑟1(𝑡) (𝑝𝑖𝑗(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑗𝑖(𝑡)) +  𝑐2𝑟2(𝑡) (𝑔𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑗(𝑡) − 𝑥𝑗𝑖(𝑡))    (1) 

𝑥𝑖𝑗(𝑡 + 1) = 𝑥𝑖𝑗(𝑡) + 𝑣𝑖𝑗(𝑡 + 1)          (2) 

Where, 1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑚, 1 ≤ 𝑗 ≤ 𝑛. 𝑤 is the inertia factor, whose goal is to control the impact of the history of the velocities of a particle 

over the current velocity, w can influence the local and global exploration abilities of the algorithm. 𝑣𝑖𝑗 is the velocity of the i-th 

particle in the j-th dimension, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 are the cognitive and social learning rates, respectively. The two rates control the relative 

influence of the memory of the neighborhood to the memory of individual. 𝑟1(𝑡) and 𝑟2(𝑡) are random values with the interval [0, 

1]. 

 

4. Proposed Methodology 

A. Input Data 

Photographs of a computer or TV screen taken with a digital camera often exhibit moiré patterns. Examples are shown in Fig. 3. 

This is because a screen consists of a grid of pixels while the camera sensor is another grid of pixels. When one grid is mapped to 

another grid, pixels in these two grids do not line up exactly, giving rise to moiré patterns. 

 
Figure 3. Example of Moire pattern images 

 

B. Moire pattern removal 

Several methods have been proposed to remove different types of moiré patterns. Due to the complexity of our moiré patterns, 

aforementioned methods cannot remove the artefacts well while preserving the original image appearance. In this paper by 

considering problem complexity, we choose CNNs to remove moiré patterns in photographs due to their recent impressive 

performance on image restoration tasks. 
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Figure 4. Proposed process flow using multiresolution CNN 

Our network architecture is outlined in Fig. 4, which includes multiple parallel branches at different resolutions. The first 

two convolutional layers in each branch form a group and are responsible for downsampling the feature maps from the immediate 

higher-level branch by half if there is such a higher-level branch. Inside each branch, the output feature maps from the first two 

layers are fed into a sequence of cascaded convolutional layers. These convolutional layers maintain the same input and output 

resolutions, and do not perform any downsampling or pooling operations. They are responsible for the core task of canceling the 

moiré effect associated with the specific frequency band of that branch. Our deep network is designed on the basis of the key 

characteristics of moiré patterns, which exhibit features across a wide range of frequencies. A moiré pattern is typically spatially 

varying and spreads over an entire image. If a network deals with fine-scale features only, low-frequency components of the moiré 

pattern cannot be removed; if it deals with coarse-scale features only, high-frequency features of the moiré pattern cannot be 

removed. For these reasons, we perform a multiresolution analysis of the input image and remove the component of the moiré 

pattern within every frequency band separately. And also perform particle swarm optimization technique to further improve the rate 

of removing moire patterns. The optimization technique optimizes the features that are produced using CNN to remove the moire 

pattern. The process of swarm optimization technique is achieving the global best solution is discussed in section 3. 

 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Now we consider image with three different moire patterns. One is horizontal moire pattern, vertical moire pattern and finally 

checkboard moire patter. The results obtained by performing multiresolution CNN are shown in fig 5 (a), (b), (c). The results 

obtained after performing particle swarm optimization are similar to fig 5 as the visual quality is approximately same. The 

difference is shown in performance metrics. The performance metrics are evaluated for both techniques and the values are tabulated. 

 

Case1. 

Results obtained using MR-CNN process 

 
(a) 
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(b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig 5. (a) Horizontal moire pattern and removal of moire pattern using MR-CNN 

(b) Vertical moire pattern and removal of moire pattern using MR-CNN 

(c) Check-board moire pattern and removal of moire pattern using MR-CNN 

 

The performance metrics of the obtained for photos are PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio), Error Rate (ER), SSIM(Structural 

Similarity Index) and Features Similarity Index Matrix (FSIM). The results obtained after removing moire effects from photo using 

MR-CNN and the results obtained using MRCNN-PSO is compared and tabulated 

PSNR 

Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) error metrics used to compare the quality of image compression. PSNR is a maximum error 

metric. The smaller the MSE value, the lower the mistake. To compute the PSNR, the block first calculates the mean-squared error 

using the following equation:  

𝑀𝑆𝐸 =  
∑ [𝐼1(𝑚,𝑛)−𝐼2(𝑚,𝑛)]2

𝑀,𝑁

𝑀∗𝑁
          (3) 

In the previous equation, M and N are the number of rows and columns in the input images, respectively. Then the block computes 

the PSNR using the following equation:  

𝑃𝑆𝑁𝑅 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10(𝑅2 𝑀𝑆𝐸⁄ )          (4) 

In the previous equation, R is the maximum fluctuation in the input image data type. The PSNR value should therefore be as large as 

possible in order to improve the effectiveness of the picture. 

Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) 

 Structural Similarity Index Method is a perception based model. In this method, image degradation is considered as the 

change of perception in structural information. It also collaborates some other important perception based fact such as luminance 

masking, contrast masking, etc. The term structural information emphasizes about the strongly inter-dependant pixels or spatially 

closed pixels. 

Features Similarity Index Matrix (FSIM) 

Feature Similarity Index Method maps the features and measures the similarities between two images. 

Table1. Evaluation of Metrics using MR-CNN 

 Horizontal  Pattern Vertical Pattern Check-board pattern 

PSNR 28.808 28.620 25.724 

Error Rate 0.229 0.245 0.308 

SSIM 0.999905 0.999645 0.999392 

FSIM 0.999481 0.999441 0.999034 
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Table2. Evaluation of Metrics using MR-CNN-PSO 

 Horizontal  Pattern Vertical Pattern Check-board pattern 

PSNR 38.294 40.861 37.039 

Error Rate 0.005158 0 0.003133 

SSIM 0.999998 0.99999 00.999949 

FSIM 0.999987 0.99999 0.999962 

 

6. Conclusion 

To conclude, we presented a novel multiresolution fully convolutional network and particle swam optimization for automatically 

removing moiré patterns from photos as well as created a large-scale benchmark with 100, 000+ image pairs to evaluate moiré 

pattern removal algorithms. Although a moiré pattern can span over a wide range of frequencies, our proposed network is able to 

remove moiré artefacts within every frequency band thanks to the nonlinear multiresolution analysis of the moiré photos. We 

believe that people would like to use their mobile phones to record content on screens for more reasons than expected, such as 

convenience, simplicity, and efficiency. The proposed method and the collected large-scale benchmark together provide a decent 

solution to the moiré photo restoration problem. By adding optimization technique there is better improved in results in terms of 

PSNR and Error rate. 
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